Ministry & Event Testimonials
TOYS FOR TOTS (Pinellas County, Florida)
“Meet The Need’s computer based system was so much easier than working with
spreadsheets, printouts and stapling papers together as we have done in previous
years. I am looking forward to using Meet The Need again next year and expanding
my use of it to post all my volunteer needs.” Local Coordinator

METROPOLITAN MINISTRIES (Tampa, Florida)
“The spirit of collaboration was palpable. We were able to do things we had never
done before because we could easily see who had already registered. It eliminated
duplication and paved the way for true collaboration. Meet The Need connects the
community. Each provider has our own mission and focus. We all offer different things
to those in need. Seeing what families have received from others allows us to put
together a good case management plan to move them to self-sufficiency. As we all
begin to unite in our service to others—including the local churches using Meet The
Need—we can say we are not just ‘handing out aid’ but moving families to selfsufficiency.” Director of Outreach & Preventative Services

HABITAT FOR HUMANITY (Hillsborough County, Florida)
“With a small staff, we did not have the manpower to mobilize the local churches to
action. Now, every time I post a need for the ministry of Habitat, I breathe a sigh of
relief, knowing that I have shared our needs with the local churches and given them
the opportunity to be the hands and feet of Christ!” Volunteer Coordinator

FEED THE BAY (Tampa, Florida)
Meet the Need has proven to be one of the most useful ministry tools available for
special event volunteer management. Feed the Bay is a multi-church initiative that
provided 270,000 lbs. of food to food banks in the Brandon, FL community. As we
planned for this event, we began to see the need for a viable way to manage the 800+
volunteers required to carry out such a huge task. MTN...provided an excellent
resource for recruiting…and communicating with volunteers.” Director

